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DOES I to 50,

Defendants.

The Honorable Stanley R. Chesler, USDJ, has appointed the undersigned as a Special

Master to accomplish the following task in aiding the Court in its award of counsel fees to

counsel for the Plaintiffs Richard and Janet Grandalski. As Judge Chesler stated succinctly:

The Court will therefore exercise its discretion under Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 53 and appoint a special master to analyze the
record and prepare a report calculating the lodestar of Plaintiffs’
attorneys, based on identification of the tasks reasonably related to
legal representation of the Grandalskis on their individual FDCPA
and NCFA claims and multiplication of the hours dedicated to
those tasks by a reasonable hourly rate charged by practitioners
who regularly prosecute such claims.

Slip. Op. June 20. 2012 at 5.

The lengthy and complex history of this case is sum.m.arized in many items on the Court’s

docket and is complete. i.y fami,liar to all participants before me. The.refore. I shall not belabor this

report with a lengthy recitation of the same. For present purposes, after class certification was

twic.e den•• ied, the case evolved into several individual claims asserted b named Pla.intiffs
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Richard and Janet Grandalski which were adjudicated by Judge Chesler upon cross-motions for

summary judgment. That decision is reflected in the Court’s Opinion filed on November 3. 2011

and is codified in an Order of the same date which is annexed hereto as Exhibit A. The

Grandalskis’ success on these summary judgment motions was later summarized h Judge

Chesler as follows:

Plaintiffs seek to recover attorneys fees based on winning
summary judement on three of’ their six claims. In particular the\
preai1ed against Defendants Quantum Collections [Quanturn’>
and Credit Bureau Central (‘CBC’) on their claims under the Fair
Debt Collection Practices Act (‘FDCPA”). 15 [S.C. 1692k. and
aeainst Defendant Quest on their claim under the Nevada
Consumer Fraud Act [‘NCFA”). Nev. Stat. Ann. ‘41 .600. Both of
these statutes contain mandatory fee—shifting provisions, which
entitle the prevailing part\ to an award of reasonable attorneys
tees and costs SeL l F SC 16921ua)(3) \L\ Stat
Ann.4l .600.3(c).

Slip. Op. June 20. 2012 at 3.

Against the foregoing background. and using the lodestar approach. the undersigned will

now proceed to calculate and report recommended attorneys’ fees and costs.

I. REASONABLE HOURLY RATES

Recently in Federal Trade Comrnissionv. Circa Direct LLC, Civil No. 11-2172 RMB/AMD,

the Honorable Renée Bumb of this court issued an Opinion and Order in which her Honor found

that reasonable rates in the Southern New Jersey market, differentiated by the relative experience

of the attorneys before her in that case, should range from $150 per hour for a junior associate to

$40D per hour f hr a senior partner. I believe that approach should •be employed here, that is.

ddterenflatmg hCt\cLfl thL fe of 0 mous lttome\s sho participated in the (i indaRki

Indeed. such differentials appear in the at1ida its from the law firms demonstrating the billing

rates souuht for their various attorneys. In resnondinc to my inquiry to counsel about the
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significa.nce of the circa Direct case, Plaintiffs asked me t.o consider that, by general cceptance,

prevailing rates in the South Jersey market are lower than those in Northern New Jersey where

the present case is pend.ing. Whue that may be so, the record before this cas.e does not

necessarily support that conclusion. The firm of Trujillo, Rodriguez, et al. is headquartered in

Haddonfield, New Jersey. Their rates presented here range from $410 per hour for an associate

to $600 ftir a senior partner, Lisa Rodriguez. This range is quite similar to the ranges asserted by

the other five law firms in this matter, whose practices are not predominantly in Southern New

Jersey: Tusa - $600 per hour; Giskan Solotaroff $625 to $650 per hour; Cafferty Faucher

$600 to $675 per hour; Quinn Connor - $250 to $550 per hour; and Robbins Geller - 480 to

$660 per hour. Therefore, the undersigned would draw no inference that higher rates should be

employed in this matter than those in Circa ct because we are in Northern rather than

Southern New Jersey.

Regarding the evidence in the record as to what would be a reasonable rate in this market

for the prosecution of the Grandaiski’s individual claims, the most persuasive evidence is

presented by the Defendants. To be sure, the affiant James Scott Murphy represents the

Defendants Credit Bureau Central and Quantum Collections in this matter, One must consider

that when weighing the evidence presented in his declaration leading to his conclusion that a

reasonable rate of $275 per hour for Plaintiffs should be applied in this case. However, his

experience in matters of this kind is certainly relevant and probative. Additional defense

evidence i presented I.n the followIng manner: At Table 2 of the.r Joint Gpositi.on to the

present revised motion for attorneys’ fees, Defendants list four recently decided FDCPA cases in

the District of New Jersey in which, overall, the fees allowed ranged from $200 to $325 per hour.

At Fxhibit 4 to that Joint Opposition Defendants submit a cop of an affidavit of one oseph K
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Jones, Esq, an experienced counsel for Plaintiffs in FDCPA cases, seeking attorneys’ fees at his

regular hourly rate of $325 Par such matters.

The arguments of Plaintit’fs counsel Par higher rates are unpersuasive. The gist of their

arszurnent is that their actual rates should be applied, even though the arc experienced class

action counsel who twice were unsuccessful in securina class certification. 1-Io\vever. Judge

Chesler’s charee to this Special \laster could not he clearer. To reiterate. I am directed to

multiply the hours allowed “by a reasonable hourly rate haiggpftictirgjar1

u1euhLkum Slip Op un 20 2012 at 5 ompha’us idded

Defendants have presented persuasive evidence of a range ol reasonable hourly rates

“charged by practitioners who regularly prosecute such [individual] claims’ as those of the

Grandalskis under the FDCP.\ and CE;\. Id. Plaintiffs have not. However. I do not agree with

Defendants that I should construct a hypothetical individual claims case and apply a uniform

rate. e Joint Opposition at 39. That approach is contrary to the undertaking with which I am

charged under Judge Chesler’s December 20, 2012 Opinion. Id. at 4-6. As did Judge Bumb in

cjica Direct, I will apply difPrentiated rates which are generally within the range of reasonable

rates described above.

Taking advantage of the differentiation between counsel presented in the declarations

from the various law firms in this matter, one finds that if those rates are each reduced by 50%,

they fail ve.ry muc..i.. within the range gc.nerated by th.is record and also employed by Judge Bumb

on the record ye.fore. her. Under those e irc.umstances, the rate •for the Tusa firm wool d be $300

per hour, for Trujillo RodrPauez $205 to $300 per hour, for the Giskan firm $31250 to $325 per

hour. Par the CafPariv firm $300 to S337.50 per hour. for the Quinn firm $125 to $275 per hour.

and for the Geiber firm $230 to $330 per hour. I recommend that those respective rates be

-4-
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applied to each attorne’ s allowable hours in this matter to generate a reasonable attorney’s te

herein. I heretbre. I shall employ those rates in this report.

IL COMPENSABLE WORK

A. Initial Determinations

1.) The Parties will recall that I reserved decision upon a motion last fall by

the Dehndants to strike the Plaintiffs’ present application Ibr attorney’s fees because it did not

comply with Judge Chesler’s directions as to what a revised petition should contain. As I

indicated in my letter-memorandum to counsel dated November 8. 2012, 1 will address that

argument in the present Report and Recommendation, While I am recommending that different

hourly rates he applied than those sought by the present attorne s. and am not allowing all hours

requested, particularl with regard to those which cannot be adequately identified as applying

specifically to the Grandalskis, I do not find that the present revised petition fails to permit this

Special Master to determine reasonable attorneys’ fees in this ease. guided by the parameters set

thrth by Judge Chesler. Accordingly, I do not recommend that the present revised petition be

stricken for non-compliance with Judge Cheslers decisions and orders. Similarly, I do not

recommend that the present revised petition be dismissed or denied in its entiretY because it is so

excessive or outrageous as to shock the conscience of either this Special Master or the court. i

would reject Defendants’ arcument for such relict’ as set forth in footnote 16 at pace 38 of their

Joiflt Opposition.

\s Detndants assert vieorousi’. there are numerous hours expended on

Grandalski-related discovery and on the motions Ibr summar judgment and dismissal.

1-lowever. I do not recommend either eliminating these fees sought by any particular law firm or

d1Lounting lnosc ol cach Plaintiffs attorne
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Defendants brought their motions knowing both that many counsel would oppose them

and that mandatory awards of counsel fees would result from the Grandalskis’ success under

either the FDCPA or the NCPA. Also, the Grandalskis’ own motion for smninmy judgment was

a logical, expected development in this case.

Similarly, during the period when depositions of both the Grandalskis and Defendants’

designees were taken. Defendants had every reason to eNpect that several counsel would appear

and participate on behalf of these Plaintiffs. Moreover, given the scope of their efforts required

for both discovery and motion practice. I find no indications of either inflated or clearly

duplicative entries that warrant disallowance on that basis.

In addition, as to the defense motion to dismiss for lack ofjurisdiction due to the rejected

offer of judgment. Plaintiffs’ decision did not precipitate that motion, which the Court denied.

Slip. Op. Oct. 6, 2011. Furthermore, as reflected in that Opinion, the Grandalkis’ had legitimate

concerns supporting that rejection.

To elaborate further, Plaintiffs did not multiply proceedings in this matter by declining to

accept the Defendants’ oflbr ofjudgment for $40,000, including all counsel fees and costs. The

District Court denied a motion to dismiss Plaintiffs’ claim in the wake of the offer of judgment

which they had declined. The basic reasons advanced by Plaintiffs, then and now, are that

accepting the offer ofjudgment would both preclude the Court from addressing counsels’ claims

for attorneys’ fees and potentially bar the present Plaintiffs from appealing the denials of class

certification and remaining named representatives of the class, were the District Court reversed.

The undersigned has researched the parties’ respective positions re: such appeal preclusion,

because a clear indication that such appellate rights would not be compromised by acceptance of

the offer of judgment could support a determination that fees for attorneys’ efforts thereafter

-6-
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ere not reasonahl\ mcurrcd. Without claboratinr on the authorities considered or how this

Special Master might adjudicate this issue sitting as a jurist. I have determined that there are

splits in the Circuit Courts of Appeals, that there is no clear rule emerging from U.S. Supreme

Court decisions. and that one cannot predict with certainty how the Third Circuit would rule on

this issue under the flcts of this case. :\ccordincI. for the limited purpose of determining the

reasonableness of auornevs fees incurred after the oiler of judgment was tendered, I determine

that Plaintiffs decision to reject that offer for the reasons summarized above was not so

groundless or tenuous as to raise an impediment to my consideration of whether recovery of

those fees incurred in defending and defeating the motion to dismiss should he allowed in this

matter.

(3,) While I do not recommend a blanket endorsement of either the approach or results

achieved in the Webster_Green Thumb case,1 I do find it both helpful and constructive that the

Plaintiffs (ibilow ing that case) have set lbrth ii categories reflecting the work of counsel, and

have slotted the entries br work done into those categories As described by Joseph S. Tusa.

Esq. in his Supplemental Master Declaration herein.

Within each general category, comporting analysis
performed by Webster court cited by Defendants, Plaintiffs’
counsel have attributed their lodestar reasonably related to the
successful Prosecution or defense of the Grandalski Plaintiffs’
claims among the following sub—categories of particularized
profssional services:

A. Complaints and mandatory disclosures:
B. Depositions and witnesses;
C. Document production and analysis:
D. Written discovery;
F. Other investigation and background research;
F. I)iscoverx motions:

\VebsierFultonCountv. 11 I Supp. 2d 1739 (\.D. Ga. OOO
.
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Motions ftr summary I udgment:
II. OfYer of judument and related motions to dismiss:
1. Motions to dismiss (exciudinu offer of judement motions):

Miscellaneous correspondence and conferences: and
K. Settlement negotiations Stipulations of oluntarv dismissal.

Id. at ¶ 21 footnote omincd. I also find it inlhrmaiive that counsel in each case applied these

suhcategories within several other categories reflecting particular tasks or time frames. Those

categories are:

1. GrandalskiOnly Professional Services;

2. General Litigation Services Prior to April 11, 2011;

3, General Litigation Services after April 11, 2011;

4. Ser ices to Prepare Motion tor Fees and Costs.

See Tusa Declaration. pssim. April 11. 2011 is the date by which 1 5 of the then remaining 18

Plaintiffs settled their individual claims. The Grandaiskis and Denise Cassese remained as

P1 ai flti ff5.

Using the foregoing framework, I will first address categories numbered 2 and 3 above.

B. gperalLiti’atipervices

I find that, while it was possible to discern the time spent by counsel on the

Grandalskis’ claims only and on the application for counsel fees and costs that is properly

awardable here, I cannot extract with adequate certainty for the present award time which

counsel caIeeori/c a General Litication Ser ices nre or post April 11 . 2011 lndee± Plaintiffs

counsel do not make that effort either. The ask this Special Master to apply a factor of 2; i 8 to

the thrmer and 23 to the latter to reflect the ratio of the Grandalskis to the then total number of

Plaintiffs. This approach is still an ettort to employ “cfliciencv’ rather than) ‘accuracv.’ which

Judge Chesler determined was inappropriate. Slip. Op. June 20, 2012 at 5.

-8-
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Accordingly. 1 recommend that no fees be awarded for work categorized as General

Services in either designated time iiame. except for an allocation of time to research and prepare

the Amended Complaint that presented the Grandaiskis’ claims. Even here. ho\\ever, time

entries do not isolate the Grandalskis’ claims from those of others. Accordingl . in this one

instance alone. I recommend the use of the fractional approach which should otherwise he

reiected in this matter. It is clear from the Declaration of Counsel that Joseph Tusa drafted and

revised the Amended Complaint. Review by other counsel was modest and not truly necessary

at least in regard to the claims of the Grandaiskis). From March 15 to March 31 . 2U05. Mr.

[usa expended 94.2 hours in preparing. drafting, editing and finalizing the Amended Complaint

which. inter alia. added the (irandaiskis as Plaintiffs Supplemental Master Declaration of

Joseph S. 1 usa at Exhibit 9. \oi being intimatel\ familiar with all the details of that eftbrt, I

oiler no opinion as to whether that was a reasonably necessary expenditure of time Ibr thai total

pleading. However, applying a ftictor of 2/1 8 to reflect the Grandaiskis participation with 1 6

other Plaintiffs at that time, one reaches a figure of 10.5 to reflect hours attributable to these

remaining Plaintiffs. Given the particular claims presented on their behalf I find ibis to be a

reasonable amount of time expended to research, draft, edit and finalize those claims of the

Grandalskis. In addition, I note that this allocation of time is consistent with that which

Defendants would employ in their hypothetical model individual case which is 10 hours.

Defendants Joint Opposition at 39.

Accordingly, •i recommend an Award of reasonable attorneys’ •fees fbr the preparation of

pleadings to assert the Grandaiskis’ claims to Joseph S. Tusa, Esq. for 10,5 hours of work at

o time allocated to GrandalskuOnl Professional Services is attributed to the
preparation of their particular claims. Yet sonic compensable time for that task should he
awarded if it can be determined.
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$300 per hour. tc’talin $3. I 50. As noted previously. I find no other adequate proofs in the

General Litigation Services categories that would support an Award here for work therein

described.

C. Grandalski-CnIv Professional Services

M review of the billinu records submitted to me leads me to conclude that. ftr the

most part. Plaintiffs counsel have accurately culled from their time records the etirts and hours

spent on work lbr the Grandaiskis only: I therefore recommend the following awards to each

firm seeking the same for this work:4

Josçph S I usi I su

I incorporate by reflrence. as if set Ibrili verbatim herein, Exhibits 2 throuuh 8

designating Mr. Tusa’s application for work totaling 209.7 hours for categories of efforts which

he designates as being “Grandalski Exclusive Services.” My analysis of each of those entries

leads me to conclude and recommend that all work described in Exhibits 2 through 7 (totaling

208.4 hours) should be allowed at the rate of $300 per hour, but that the 1 .3 hours presented in

Exhibit 8 as Miscellaneous Correspondence and (‘on6.rences he disallowed as being peripheral

and unnecessary. Accordingly, I recommend an Award to Mr. Tusa for this work in the amount

of 562.500,

t2. Igjillo Rodri uuez and Richards

In tier Supplemental Declaration in support of an award of aitornevs iCC5 and costs.

isa J. Rodri ei Eq. presents 36.7 hours expended by Don.na Siegal Moffd, Of Counsel and

6.3 hou.rs expended by Nicole M. Acchone for Granda.lskLOnl Professional Services. k... at 6,

7. I find that this work was reasonably necessary and would allow it in full. See I at Exhibit

Some charue disallowed as re’ ealed in the analysis below.

I h I irni ol Rohhin’ tJellLr et al h u. llc itLd no time to this IILLOT \

l0
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A. Based upon my anal\ sis of Reasonable 1 burly Rates set forth in Section 1 of this Report. I

recommend that atiorne’ sf fies be awarded to reflect Ms. Motias work ftr 36.7 hours at $255

per hour, totaling SQ.358.50. and to reflect Ms . Aechione’s work Ihr 6.3 hours at $205 per hour.

totaling Si ,29 1.50.

(3.) CjiskanSolotarollAnderson&_Stewart tIP

This firm presents Grandaiski-related time of 11.4 hours lbr Oren Giskan and 11 1

hours tbr Catherine Anderson (both Partners in the firm) for Mr. Giskan’s participation in the

deposition of one of Defendants’ Rule 30(h)(6) witnesses and Ms. Anderson’s participation in a

Grandaiski deposition. Supplemental Declaration of Oren Giskan at Exhibit A. I find that these

hours are reasonable and necessary to support the Granda1skis interests in this matter. Once

again, fixing the reasonable rates of these attorneys under the analysis in Section 1 hereoE I

recommend that attorneys’ fees be awarded to reflect Mr. Giskan’s work for 11 .4 hours at

$322.50 per hour totaling $3,676.50. and to reflect Ms. Anderson’s work for 11 .1 hours at

$312.50 totaling S3468.75.

(4.) fièrtFer

As set forth in Exhibit A to the Supplemental Declaration of Patrick F, Cafferty

supporting the present motions for attorneys’ fees, William R. Kane. Esq.. a Partner in the

Cafferty Faucher finn. expended 4. 9 hours from July 31 through August 4, 2006 for the

preparation and takine of depositions of the Defrndants Credit Bureau Central and Quantum

Coi1ection. Those depositions consumed three days. and I do not tind the expenditure of that

time tbr these efforts to he excessive or unreasonable. Rather. I determine that it was reasonable

and necessar . and recommend that those 490 hours he allowed. The other entry retlectina Mr.

Kane’s work appears opposite the date October 27. 2006 and reads. “Review letter from Mrs.

11
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(3randalski’s phsician. Conversations rcarding same” This description is too indefinite and

does not indicate the relevance of this ork to the Grandaiskis’ success in this lituatiun.

Accordingly. I recommend that this .3 hours of Mr. Kane be disallox\ed.

As set forth in Exhibit B of his supplemental declaration. Mr. Catkrtv also a Partner)

seeks an alloance lr 74.0 hours for his work on summary judgment motions. In addition. as

set forth in Exhibit C thereof, he seeks compensation for 75.6 hours which he personally

expended regarding Offèr of Judgment and Related Motions to Dismiss,” Mr. Cafferty’s

Partner Anthony F. Fata also seeks an allowance of 2.4 hours for work in that category. As to

the latter, Mr. Fata’s efforts focused on the response to the offer ofjudgment and are reasonable

both in scope and in the amount of time employed. Mr. Cafferty’s time allotted to the summary

judgment motions. \hile extensive, is clearly devoted to representation of the Grandalskis and

reasonably necessary for the several motions sought by both Plaintiffs and Defendants. Also, as

to his hours set forth on Exhibit C (75.6). Mr. Caflrtv has established that they are relevant.

reasonable and necessary Ibr the successful denial of the offer of judgment and opposition to

Defendants’ ensuing motion to dismiss for lack ofjurisdiction. Accordingly. I recommend the

following awards of attorneys’ fees to counsel from the Cafferty Faucher firm:

William R, Kane: 49.9 hours at $292.50 $14,595.75

Patrick F. Cafferty: 149,6 yours at $337.50 = $50,490.00

:\nthon\ F. Fata: 2.4 hours at S300 $77000

Quinn. Connor. \Vea er Davies and Rouco

At E\hihit I of his Supplemental Declaration. Glen M. Connor. Esq, presents the asserted

“Grandalski Exclusive Services” provided b three attorneys and a clerk at his firm (“Quinn

Connor”). Mr. Connor allocates his lirm’s (}randalskiOniv Prolessional Services to the

12
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categories of “Other Investigation and Background Research” and “Miscellaneous

Correspondence and Conferences.” The entries reflecting that work appear at Exhibit I to his

Supplemental Declaration. I recommend that all services sought by Quinn Connor be

disallowed. The time sought was logged between June 14 and July 16. 2007. and each entry

deals with Medicare issues. According to all information before me, the claims of the

Grandaiskis emanate from their status as insureds of Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield and the

adding by Defendants of a $10 collection fee to their $20 co-payment charges. See Chesler, J.,

Slip. Op. Nov. 3, 2011 at 3-4. I find no mention of Medicare in connection with the Grandalskis’

claims which are described at length in that Opinion dealing with the summary judgment

motions. Id. at 6-18. Accordingly. although Mr. Connor claims that the services described in his

Exhibit 1 are for the Grandalskis only, nothing else before me supports that conclusion, and the

record indicates the contrary.

D. Summary of Time and Fees Allowed for Counsels’ Efforts
D,çvojetj to the Grandalskis Only

In summary, 1 recommend allowing and awarding the following attorneys fees directly

related to work on the Grandalski& claims:

(1.) JospehS.Tusa,Esq. $62,500

(2.) Trujillo Rodriguez & Richards
(a.) Donna S. Moffh $9,358.50
(b.) Nicole M. Acchione $1,291.50

(3.) Giskan Solotaroff Anderson & Stewart LLP
(a.) Oren Giskan $3,676.50
(b.) Catherine Anderson $3,468.75

(4.; Cafferty Faucher
(a) William R. Kane $14,595.75
(b.) Patrick E. Cafferty $50,490.00
(c.) Anthony F. Fata $720.00

-13-
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(5i Quinn Connor Weaver Davies and Ronco SO

(6.) Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd LIP SO

I 1e Tnt. indm \pph. ontorLand(o’ts

The Parties agree that reasonable fees for preparation of fee petitions are recoverable as

part ol an ard of auornevs’ h.es. The Special Master now turns his attention to that Licet of

counsels’ applications herein.

At the outset, I recommend that no such allowances be awarded to either the Robbins

Geller or Quinn Connor firm, because the Rrmer did not seek an award for any Grandalski-onlv

services and the latter finled to establish an entitlement to these services. ;\dditionally. the firm

of Trujillo, Rodriguez and Richards seeks no award for time expended on its fee application. I

turn now to the applications of the three other firms.

Their presentations appear in the Tusa Supplemental Master Declaration at Exhibit 22,

the Giskan Supplemental Declaration at Exhibit D and the Caffertv Supplemental Declaration at

Exhibit 0. Each of the Declarations and the entries on those Exhibits has a common. material

characteristic, The time period in the Tusa Declaration for such efforts is from December 7,

201 ito January 12, 2012: that in the Giskan Declaration is from December 13, 201 Ito February

I X. 201 2. and that in the Caffertv Declaration is from December 7. 2011 to December 15. 2011.

Therelhre, this time was all expended upon the petitions that Judge Chesler found deficient in his

Opinion of June 20. 2012 (four to six months the last of the services for which

compensation iS presentl\ so uaht . Each of the Dcclarations befire me ‘ as executed after the

June 20. 2012 decision, ostensibly to cure the deficiencies of the prior petitions xhich

necessitated their Revised Notice of Motion for attorneys’ fees and costs. The three

Supplemental I)eclarations were executed and filed in support of that Re ised Motion on the

14-
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following dates: (Tusa August 10. 2012: Giskan — August 9. 2012, and Caffèrty — July 26,

0 12 . Ihat \i aion. accompanied by the Supplemental Declarations was Illed with the Court on

August 13, 2012. Accordingly, no time dedicated specifically to the Revised Motion (on which

Plaintiff’s hake prevailed in part. at least beibre this Special Master) has been presented to me;

and the time presented was lbr services incurred in relation to the fee motion before Judge

Chesler on which Plaintiffs did not prevail.

I lowever. although no time is presented for preparation 01 the present Revised Motion. it

cannot he said that none of the time previously expended has any relevance to that motion before

me, 1 conclude that time spent reviewing and assembling records to support a potential award

would he as applicable to the present applications as it was to their predecessors. Other entries

ma also have some present relevance. An analysis of the three declarations mentioned above is

now in order.

(1.) hiscrhS_TusappLemental Declaration th2

Mr. Tusa’s Supplemental Declaration at Exhibit 22 presents a total of 23.5 hours tbr

ser ices related to preparation of the motion for fees and costs. Several of’ these are mixed

entries which do not relate solely to the spadework necessary to present the hours in the fee

petitions as a whole. I would disallow those entries for that reason. Other entries, however.

clearly relate to that task. These appear opposite the dates of December 14. 19 and 20, 2011 and

January 12. 2012. totaling 13.5 hours Also. on December 7. 2011. Mr. Tusa “drafted and

circulated memorandum describing agreed methodology to appornon and categorize lodestar and

expenses..”, and expending 1.3 hours on that task. Not all aspects of that methodology were

adopted either hs Judge Cheler or the undersigned, Hosever. this work initiated all counsel lee

15
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applications and undoubtedly reduced duplication of etThri by the other counsel to whom it was

circulated. 1 would allow this. time to Mr. Tusa, as well.

Consistent with my conclusions presented in Section 1 of this Report re: Reasonable

I burly Rates. I recommend the follow inr allowance for Mr. ‘lusa related to preparation and

presentation of his present application for fees:

Joseph S. Tusa 14.8 hours S300 S4.480

(2 nGiskan.lemenDec.laratioixhibitD’

This Exhibit reveals 2.0 hours to “Prep fee records” and 0.7 hours to review the District

Court’s judgment upon which a fee petition would he based. expeneded by partner Oren (3iskan.

I would allow this time for its utility on the present Revised Motion, but not the balance of his

time which was devoted to the previous unsuccessful fee petition. Exhibit D also lists a total of

10.5 hours expend by paralegal Hali Thurber to enter and edit records of time expended, also an

effort material to the Revised Motion. Accordingly. I recommend the following allowances for

the (iiskan firm related to preparation and presentation of its present application for fees:

Oren Giskan 2.5 hours d $322.50 $645

Hali Thurber 10.5 hours $80.00 = $840.00

(3,) Patrick E. CalYeypp,emental Declaration (Exj,jO’

Exhibit 0 to Patrick Caf6rtv’s Supplemental Declaration reveals three entries, between

December 7 and December 12. 2011. totalin 7.6 hours de’otcd to the review and catecorizine

of “time detail” and correspondence with cocounsel regarding the same. I conclude that this

time was re.asonably expende.d in gathering the necessary financial inform.ation. regarding the

work undertaken by the Caffrtv firm. ‘I he same is true of the next two entries on December 13

and 14, totaline an additional 5.0 hours. the balance of Mr. Caffertv’s time is expended upon
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the unsuccessful petition. including its brieL submitted to Judge Chesler. I recommend that this

time not be allowed. Fime expended by partner Michael S. Tarringer is also presented in Exhibit

O.His three entries, from December 9 through 1 5. 2011. describe his vork in catecorizing and

re iewinu the firms records of lime entries totaling 3.1 hours). Also. he “Researched law in

1 hird Circuit and I). .J. re: reasonable hourl rates of attorneys litigating similar claims....”

which consumed 2.4 hours. I find this time expended by Mr. Tarringer to be reasonable,

necessary and relevant to the present Revised Motion, and I recommend that it be allowed.

Therefore, I recommend the following awards for the Cafferty Faucher firm related to

preparation and presentation of its present application for fees:

Patrick F. Cafferty 12.6 hours d $337.50 S4.252.50

Michael S. T arringer 5.5 hours $300.00 $1,650.00

F. Summary of lime and Fees Alloed for Counsels’ Effort
Devoted to Their_Revised Motion fur Fees and Costs

(1.) Joseph S. Tusa, Esq, $4,480

(2.) Giskan Solotaroff Anderson & Stewart LLP
(a.) Oren Giskan $645
(b.) liali Thurber $840

(3.)Cafferty Gaucher
(a.) Patrick F. Cafferty $4,252.5()
(b.) Michael S. Tarringer $1,650

(4,) Other Firms
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G. jIigtionc:osIApdx..ey.ses.

Plaintiffs’ counsel also seek an Award herein reimbursing them for certain alleged costs.

and expen.ses incurred by them. and attributable to the Grandaiski.s’ individual claims. I now turn

my attention to that facet of the present Motion.

Before review of the individual claims of each firm for recovery of costs and expenses,

this Special Master addresses the ‘Plaintiffs’ Litigation Fund” This Fund and the disbursements

therefrom are described in the supplemental Masetr Declaration of Joseph S. Tusa. j4. at 27 and

Exhibit 25. As noted previously in this Report, I do not recommend reimbursement of fees other

than those exclusively attributable to the Grandaiskis’ individual claims and those proven to be

allowable in the presentation of the current fee petitions. In the former category, Plaintiffs’

counsel seek collectively the sum of $7,79666 in expenses and costs; in the latter $0. Id.

Exhibit 25 designates these expenses as being for court reporter fees and travel and related

expenses during the period June 9 through December 12, 2006 Although not articulated

specifically, they appear to have been incurred at a time when they would be reasonable and

necessary to pursue the Grandalski’s individual claims. I would award these expenses paid from

the Plaintiffs’ Litigation Fund as a general award to counsel, leaving it to them to determine

which firms are entitled to particular portions of this sum. Additional recoveries of fees and

expenses, from a firm’s disbursements other than to and through the Plaintiffs Litigation Fund,

are ad.dressed below.

i.1 Whd1en&.TusaP.C. ( WTPC‘fl.

in his presentation for reimbursement of Litigation Costs and Expenses, Joseph S. Tusa

seeks no amount for e..xpenditures to prepare the fee petitions. He seeks sums totaling $1,201.75

for such costs as related to “General Litigation Services before April 1. 1, 2011” and $21.20 for
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“General Litigation Services after April 11, 2011 ‘ Supplemental Master Declaration of Joseph

F.. Tusa.... at 26. As with the applications for fees in th..ese two categories, there is no

information before the Special Master that attri1utes p•orti.ons of. these costs to the Grandaiski

claims other than the 89% and 33% discounts which the Court has already rejected. However,

the GrandalskLonly charges, incurred in 2006 by WTPC and in 2011 by Mr. Tusa are reasonable

in both amount and nature given the focused activity on the Grandalskis’ claims in these time

frames, Accordingly, I recommend reimbursement of expenses and costs listed as Gandaiski

Exclusive” in the amount of $632.24 incurred in 2011 and SL869.56 incurred in 2006, for a total

of $2,501 .80, e Tusa Supplemental Declaration at Exhibits 23 and 24. 1 would deny the

recovery of any other costs and expenses sought by Mr. Tusa and WTPC.

(2ichardsLLC

In her Supplemental Declaration in support of the present motion, Lisa J. Rodriguez

seeks only costs and expenses calculated at 11% of those incurred as “General Litigation

Services before April 11, 2011.” Id. at 17. One might expect that some of the categories of

expenses sought, such as those for “Computerized Legal Research”, “Reproduction Costs;” and

fees for “Transcripts” could have been allocated in part, with adequate particularity, to the

Grandalskis’ claims. However, this firm did not do that. For reasons previously expressed, I

would not recommend the allowance of any costs and expenses sought by Trujillo, Rodriguez

and Richards.

(3 Giskan SoIotaroff Anderson & Stewart,_LL..P

Similarly, the Giskan law firm does not spec.ificaily attribute any o its costs and

expenses to the Grandaiski claims. Oren Giskan Supplemental Declaration at 14 and Exhibit F.

Rather that firm seeks to recover $417.22 in Pre-April ii. 2.011 expen..ses and $15.41 in Post

- 19-
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April 11, 2011 expenses using the discount rates previously discussed for those time frames. J4

Furthermore, nothing in the entries in Exhibit E permits a specific allocation of any costs or

expenses to the Grandalskis claims. I recommend no allowance of costs and expenses to this

firm.

(4.) Caffertv Faucher

This firm seeks only one item of costs and expenses solely attributable to the Grandalskis

claims: $1.l00.67 for Hotel meals, transportation” on August 4. 2006. Supplemental

Declaration of Patrick E. Cafferty at 17. Although there is no further elaboration as to the

specific undertaking at that time, it is an inherently reasonable figure for travel in connection

with pursuit of the Grandaiskis’ interests, and I would allow it. Claims for discounted General

Litigation Services (pie and post April 11. 2011) 1 recommend be disallowed, for lack of any

attribution to the Grandalskis. Cafferty Faucher also seeks recovery of expenses totaling

$660.01 for “Computer Research” in connection with its fee petition. 14 at 18, 19, Exhibit P.

Hotsever, this research was undertaken on December 31, 2011 and January 31, 2012. within the

period of the first. unsuccessful fee application, and there is no indication that it was related to

tasks relevant to the present Revised Motion. I recommend that the Court disallow recovery of

this $660.01.

(5.) Quinn. Connor. Weavcr. Davies and Rouco

Speaking both for itself and its predecessor Whatley Drake & Kallas, this firm seeks no

specific d*aid of exenses and costS. It confines itself only to an tmdefined share of its

contributions to the “Plaintiffs’ Litigation Fund” discussed briefly at the outset of this Section 0.

Supplemental Declaration of Glen M. Connor at 13-14. 1 recommend that the Quinn Connor

296541(6-01
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firm, and others. be allowed a recoveri from the Award to that Fund; however, I recommend no

other award of costs and expenses to this firm.

(6.) Robbins Feller Rudman & I)ows LLP

This firm, as noted in the Supplemental Declaration of Jack Reise, sought no fees for

services directly attributable to the Grandalskis’ claims and this Special Master recommended no

award of fees to Robbins Geller. jçj. at 13. Similarly, the “Reduced Costs” which it seeks in the

amount of $654.95 are all attributed to teneral Litigation Services before April II, 2011
.“ 14

Execution of the entries ic: expenses incurred by this firm also does not permit attribution to the

Grandalskis’ claims. 14 at Exhihit B. For reasons previously stated, I would deny recovery of

alleged expenses incurred in connection with work that was not itself allowed.

H. Svmmnry of Expenses and Costs Allowed to Counsel

(1.) TusaP.C. $2,501.80
(2.) Trujillo Rodriguez & Richards $0
(3.) Giskan SolotaroffAndersjon & Stewart LLP $0
(4.) Cafferty Faucher $1,100.67
(5.) Quinn. Connor. Weaver. Davies & Ruoco $0
(6.) Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd P.C. $0
(7.) Plaintiffs’ Litigation Fund $7,796.66

V. Additional Observations and Conclusions

One will note that I do not recommend discounts from the allowed fees here to reflect

that the Defendants prevailed in part on the summary judgment motions. $çç Exhibit A hereto. I

determine that no material amounts of time were expended by Plaintiffs’ counsel solely on

motions upon which they did not prevail. Stated otherwise. there are no indications in the record

that had they moved on only the claims on which they succeeded, and opposed only the defense

motions which the Court denied, the time and efforts of Plaintiff? counsel would have been less

-21-
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than resented in the records before this Special Master. Thereibre. I recommend that no such

discount he applied to the present fee application.

Finally. hue in most instances herein I have couched m determinations as

recommendations to the Court. consistent with rn duties in this; matter. occasionally I may not

have done so regarding i findings and conclusions. Rest assured. hox\e\er. that, as Judge

Chester has expressly noted, I have by no means usurped or intended to usurp the powers of this

Court to make the final decisions regarding an Award of counsel fees and costs under the present

applications. In that spirit and with that understanding, I make recommendations for Awards to

the following Plainti ffs attorneys’ firms:

(1 ) lusa P.C. (Whalen & Tusa. P.C.)
(a.) Attomevs Fees S66.980.00
(h.) Expenses and Costs S2.501.80

(2.) Trujillo Rodriguez & Richards. EEC
(a.) Attorneys’ Fees $10.650.00

(3.) (iiskan SolotarolY Anderson & Stewart LLP
(a.) Attornevs Fees $8.630.25

(4.) Caffertv Faucher LLP
(a.) Attorneys’ Fees $71,708.25
(b.) Expenses and Costs $1,100.67

(5.) Joseph .Tusa as Representative of
PlaintiITs Litigation Fund

lb.) Expenses and Costs $7.796,66

l)A 1F[): Respecthi1l submitted.
/

JOIJ \V I3ISSELL
Special Master
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT couwr
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

DENISE AGOSTINO, ci al..
Civil Action No. 04-4362 (SRC)

Plaintiffs,
ORDER

V.

QUEST DIAGNOSTICS. INC., et a!,,

Defendants.

CllESLEWDisjçjudge

This matter having come before the Court on four motions for summary judgment,

pursuant to FED. R. Civ. P. 56: 1) the motion by Plaintiffs Richard and Janet Grandaiski

(“Plaintiffs”) [docket entry 267]; 2) the motion by Defindant Quest Diagnostics Inc. (“Quest”)

[docket entry 274]: 3) the motion by- Defendant Quantum Collections, Inc. (“Quantum”) [docket

entry 325]; and 4) the motion by Defendant Credit Bureau Central (“CBC”) [docket entry 327];

and the Court having considered the papers submitted by the parties; and the Court having opted

to rule based on the papers submitted and without oral argument. pursuant to Federal Rule of

Civil Procedure 7$; and fOr the reasons expressed in the Opinion filed herewith.

IT IS on this 30 day of November. 2011,

ORDERED t.hat Piaii..tiffs’ motion for summary iudgm.ent [docket entry 267] be and

hereby is GRANTED IN PART AND DENIED IN PART: and it is further

ORDERED that Defendant Quest’s motion for summary udement LI0\t entry 274]: he

EXHIBIT A
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and hereby is GRANTED IN PART AND DENIED IN PART; and it is further

ORDERED that Defendant CBC’s motion for summary judgment [docket entry 327] be

and hereby is GRANTED IN PART AND DENIED IN PART; and it is further

ORDERED that Defendant Quantum’s motion for summary judgment [docket entry 325]

be and hereby is GRANTED IN PART AND DENIED IN PART; and it is further;

ORDERED that Defendant Quest’s motion for summary judgment on all of Plaintiff

Denise Cassese’s remaining claims be and hereby is GRANTED; and it is further

ORDERED that Defendants Quest’s, Quantum’s, and CBC’s (hereinafter, collectively

“Defendants’ motions for summary judgment on Plaintiff Richard Cirandalski’s Racketeer

Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act (“R1CO’ and unjust enrichment claims be and hereby

are GRANTED; and it is further

ORDERED that Defendants’ motions for summary judgment on Plaintiff Janet

(randalski’s RiCO claim in Count One of the Amended Complaint be and hereby are

GRANTED; and it is further

ORDERED that Plaintiffs’ motion for summaryjudgment on the Fair Debt Collection

Practices Act claim against Defendants Quantum and CBC (collectively, the “DCDs’ in Count

Two of the Amended Complaint be and hereby is GRANTED, and the DCDs’ motions for

summaryjudgment on the claim be and hereby are DENIED; and it is further

ORDERED that Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment on the consumer fraud claim

against Quest in Count Five of the Amended Complaint be and hereby is GRANTED, and

Quest’s motion for summary judgment on the claim be and hereby is DENIED; and it is further

ORDERED that Plaintiff? motion for summary judgment on the consumer fraud claim

2
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against the DCDs in Count Five of the Amended Complaint be and hereby is DENIED, and the

DCDs’ motions for summaryjudgment on the claim be and hereby are GRANTED; and it is

further

ORDERED that Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment on the breach ofcontract

claim against Quest in Count Six of the Amended Complaint be and hereby is DENIED, and

Quest’s motion for summaryjudgment on the claim be and hereby is GRANTED; and it is

further

ORDERED that Plaintiff Janet (irandalski’s motion for summaryjudgment on the unjust

enrichment claim against Defendant Quest in Count Seven of the Amended Complaint be and

hereby is GRANTED, and Quest’s motion for summaryjudgment on the claim be and hereby is

DENIED; and it is further

ORDERED that, to the extent that the DCDs retained any portion of the $40 in collection

fees paid for Mn. Grandalski’s four dates of service, PlaintiffJanet Grandalski’s motion for

summaryjudgment on the unjust enrichment claim against the DCDs in Count Seven of the

Amended Complaint be and hereby is GRANTED, and the DCDs’ motions for summary

judgment on the claim be and hereby are DENIED; and it is further

ORDERED that Plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment on the common law fraud

claim against Defendants in Count Eight of the Amended Complaint be and hereby is DENIED,

and Defendants’ motions for summary judgment on the claim be and hereby are GRANTED;

and it is further

3
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ORDERED that Plainiiffs request tbr prejudgment interest be and hereby is DENIED:

and it is further

ORDEREI) that Defendant Quest’s request for an offset be and hereby is DENIED.

s/Stanley R. Chesler
STANLEY R. CHFSLER
United States I)istriet iudL’e
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